Yagoona Firepits
Congratulations for your purchase of a Yagoona Firepit. We want to help you get the most from your new
Firepit, and to this goal, we have prepared some Tips and tricks which will help.

DANGERS
FIRE can KILL!!, but it is also warm and inviting. Humans are all drawn to fire, some more than others.
Be mature around fires. Adults should ensure small children are not left unattended around fire. Everyone
should respect its power to injure and kill. So with this broad warning out of the way, here are some tips and
tricks to get the most out of your Yagoona firepit.

AVOID
●
●
●
●

Keep accelerants and other flammable materials well away from open flames.
Gas canisters and other sealed vessels must not be thrown in the fire.
DO NOT LIGHT ANY FIRES DURING FIRE BANS.
Avoid lighting fires in windy weather.

SAFETY
●
●
●

Keep a fire blanket and/or a fire extinguisher nearby, and make sure there is a responsible person
ready to use it all times.
Always supervise children around fire.
Seek medical help immediately if anyone is burnt.

TIPS
●
●
●
●
●

Used dry wood.
Avoid pine, except as tinder.
Avoid treated wood such as plywood, etc…
Take precautions when using accelerants to start a fire.
The use of natural dry wood is highly recommended when using the fire for cooking with your Yagoona
Ringgrill or, in particular with your Barramundi BBQ.

And finally, use common sense. Humans have been using fire to their advantage for millions of years. It has
been the source of comfort and safety for millenia. We have cooked and built things using it and dare say killed
each other as well with it. Fire is a force that forces respect. It cannot be bargained with, and we are but a
speck beneath its awesome power. So when you enjoy its cozy attraction, and forge lasting memories with
loved ones within its warmth, remember and respect the fire as a force for good, and stay away from its bad
side.
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